
My First House Job, or How to Tame an Out of Control Matron  -  Stephen Wealthall

On my first weekend as a House Physician,  six of the thirteen 
patients I admitted died.  On the Monday ward round my kindly 
consultant   Dr  Rhind,  tried  to  reassure  me  that  that  was  not 
unusual, as all six deaths were due to severe strokes (Dr Rhind 
was a General Physician and Neurologist so we got more than 
our share of stroke victims). To add insult to injury one of the 
still  living patients  whom I  had diagnosed as  having another 
stroke (she had fixed pupils and asymmetric reflexes), suddenly 
woke up during the ward round, and exclaimed 'I didn't mean to 
take the tablets'!  In those days there were no routine toxicology 
screens and Barbiturate overdose can manifest in many ways but 
I still felt a failure. I had been without sleep for sixty hours and 
was a little frazzled by the end of the ward round and kindly Dr 
Rhind made the unprecedented offer that as he 'would be on the 
wards for the afternoon, perhaps I would like to get some rest'.

Dr  Rhind  was  one  of  the  most  courteous  men  I  ever  met  – 
always addressing me as 'Doctor' and when ringing up to arrange 
admission of a patients to one of  his beds, asking me if it was 
alright.    Despite him being an excellent clinician few people 
applied for his House Physician post because as well as the 56 
acute medical beds there were 250 geriatric patients under his 
care.  Generally, if you wanted a soft life, you went as a House 
Physician to a Dermatologist and  beery rugby players went to 
Orthopaedics  where  they  could  exercise  brute  force  and 
maintain  their  physical  fitness.  However  if  you  wanted  wide 
experience Dr Rhind's team was the place to be. 

Our hospital was one of the last 'Infirmary' cum 'Workhouses' 
still  in its original buildings and had re-invented itself as a 2500 

bed General Hospital with 1600 of those being geriatric beds. 
Dr Rind did solo the superhuman task of ward rounds for the 
firm's 250 Geriatric patients, and amazingly could remember all 
their histories.

My  role  in  the  Geriatric  Wards  was  minimal  except  for 
emergency care, but I found that if, once a week, I dropped into 
each ward around patient's tea time, I could get a feel for at least 
some of  their  needs  (many were  comatose  and we  even  had 
surviving patients  who had developed the  'Sleeping Sickness' 
associated  with  the  1918  influenza  epidemic  –  a  tribute  to 
dedicated nurses).   During these teas I got to know individual 
patients quite well, including a rough diamond who had been a 
'Sergeant Dispenser' in the Boer War.   He would teach me about 
medical care, for as long as I could stay talking.  Often he had 
been the only 'medic'  in a besieged Regiment at Mafeking or 
Spion Kop.  One week,  after tea,  I  said Goodbye,  and that  I 
would see him as usual the next week and he replied that he 
wouldn't be there.  As his physical condition was the same as it 
had been for years, I reassured him but he was insistent that we 
shake hands.    At breakfast hree days later, in my pigeon-hole in 
the mess, there was a note saying the Sergeant Dispenser had 
died in the night (you were never disturbed by the nurses for a 
death at night as,  on occasion, the duty House Physician was 
responsible for all 1600 geriatric patients and would never have 
got any sleep).   Another example of the patient being right and 
the doctor wrong.

After  a  few  weeks  the  routine  of  being  resident  and  on-call 
except  for  one  night  a  week  and  one  weekend  in  four  off, 



became  normal  and  the  the  eighteen  House  Physicians  and 
House Surgeon's who made up the 'House' worked out ways to 
support each other during the busy times, and cover for those 
who were 'bomb-happy'.    The work was hard  but House Staff 
were supported by being provided with as many excellent three 
course meals as you needed a day (in my case five, if working 
24 hour  sessions).    We were served in  the Mess which was 
reminiscent of a good Army Mess and  and had maids to look 
after  our quarters   and provide tea in bed.    Having all  been 
students together we quickly established an extended family and 
lived  a  very  social  life.    The  Mess  bar  was  always  open 
(although it was frowned upon to seriously imbibe before five 
pm),  we had a television, monthly formal Mess Dinners and 
innumerable other pastimes when not busy.   The Infirmary still 
had  its  original  farm from Workhouse  days  where  long  term 
patients grew most of the hospital's vegetables and was provided 
with  sports  fields,  swimming  pool  and  a  knock  around  golf 
course and even  woodland walks.    

In  the  words  of  Rogers  and  Hammerstein   the  one  thing  we 
didn't  have  was  GIRLS.    Despite  our  Medical  School  year 
having more females than males only one brave female risked 
the somewhat robust atmosphere of the Infirmary for her House 
job  and she  was  spoiled  and squired  rotten.    This  lack  was 
compounded by the presence of a Ferocious Matron whose self 
appointed role as  guardian of  all  Nurse's chastity even meant 
that the Nurse Night Superintendent would creep into the Mess 
at night and burst into the bedrooms (on the pretext of phones 
not  working)  to  ensure  the  House  Staff  were  not  enjoying 
company.    This  in the liberated Sixties,  when that  particular 
summer, young women in England had forsaken underwear and 
inhibitions.   These deficiencies, combined with the lacy caps, 

puffy  false  sleeves  and  high  waisted  dresses  of  the  nurses 
however heightened the House Staffs' fervour.  Many a patient 
bathroom* (they could be locked) served as the unlikely scene 
for  an  enjoyable  but  short  interlude,  made  easier  by  the 
previously mentioned forsaken objects.

On occasion I covered parts of the hospital I  had never seen, or 
even heard of.     One night I was rung by a most apologetic 
Orderly  from the psycho-geriatric Villa who wanted a heavy 
drug  injection  authorisation  for  one  of  his  charges  who  had 
become even more disorderly than usual.    I said that I would 
come straight over (once I had consulted the hospital map) and 
see the patient and give the written order.   'No' said the orderly 
“it was upsetting for young doctors to see inside the villa and it 
also upset the patients to have strangers look at them.    If I 
would come to the front door and post the authorisation through 
the letterbox he would do all that was necessary.   I followed his 
instructions but later visited  the Villa during daylight and it was 
like  something  out  of  Dante's  Inferno  where  the  dedicated 
orderlies (no nurses) acted like ministering angels to their totally 
mind-wrecked charges and were paid a pittance.

As it was summer we arranged a series of late evening sports 
within the Infirmary Boundaries.     The most successful of these 
was a game of Old English Football (no limits on players, no 
rules,  Nurses Goal – The Nurses Home, Doctors and Orderlies 
Goal – The Sports Pavilion.   It was so successful that at one 
stage there were three balls in play, the Coronary Care patients 
were hanging out of the windows cheering  and Matron called 
the  Police.    This  was a  good move as  we had neglected to 
arrange any signal or time for the game to end  and their arrival 
allowed us to retire to the Sports Pavilion to engage the massive 



barbecue  and  kegs  of  beer  that  we  had  arranged  as  the 
culmination.   Many of the Police, being Rugby Players had met 
our Medical School team, and they stayed to socialise and enjoy 
the  fare.     Matron retired  in  high dudgeon when the  Police 
wouldn't arrest anybody, and from that moment on, tried to make 
the Resident Doctors' lives as miserable as she could.
   
For  some  unaccountable  reason  ours  was  the  only  Hospital 
where  Matron  had    supervision  of  the  Resident  Doctors 
Quarters and she used this power in a scheme so dastardly that 
we  later  reported  it  to  our  union.   She  removed the  Mess 
Television (on the pretext of having it serviced) just before the 
premier  sporting  Holiday  Weekend  of  the  year.  Holiday 
weekends were usually pretty quiet and so the expectations of 
lounging through the weekend watching motor racing, soccer, 
horse racing and all the other sports whilst quaffing a Barnsley 
Bitter were removed at one fell swoop.    Even our compulsory 
Saturday Night ritual of watching Rohan and Martin's 'Saturday 
Night  Laugh  In'  was  kiboshed  (Patients  with  Acute  retention 
were told to hang on for an hour on Saturday Nights ).

Our revenge required as much planning as D-Day.    In the dead 
of  Monday  night  (Matron  would  not  be  in  her  office  till 
Tuesday)  we  keywangled  the  massive  Victorian  door  of  her 
ground floor office  and then ten of us carried her Mini-Car into 
the office, moved the carpet in front of her desk, and placed the 
Mini  on  the  floor.  A Mini  is  not  heavy  and  we  used  five 
orthopaedic bed slings to lift it and walk it in without a scratch.  

Come Tuesday morning we all attempted to be in the vicinity, 
but not visible.    Around half-past-eight we heard the roar of a 
wounded  Buffalo  that  was  the  usual  signifier  of  Matron's 
displeasure  and  then  a  silence  broken  by  the  arrival  of  the 
hospital building and maintenance crew.  Then came something 
totally unexpected – the sound of sledge hammers knocking out 
door frame and pieces of  wall.    Matron in her  Buffalo-in-a-
China-Shop approach had not stopped to think how we had got 
the Mini in without damaging the door frame or walls.  We of 
course had turned it on its side on a heap of blankets and walked 
it through the wide doorway in that position, and then righted it.

She knew we must have done it but she never worked out how, 
so  she  couldn't  directly  charge  us  with  the  stunt!   We  all 
regretted that matrons did not have the advantage we had had of 
six years trying to solve impossible problems dreamed up by our 
Medical School Examiners, and had never anticipated that there 
would be wholesale demolition, and as far as I know, this is the 
first time the mechanism has been publicly revealed. However it 
it  had  its  desired  outcome  as  Matron  left  Resident  Medical 
Officers of our, and subsequent groups, severely alone and even 
stopped the night patrols of the Mess Bedrooms!

NB The rumour that young Doctors in the 60's lived a high and 
riotous life is a complete fabrication, put about by those  who 
failed to get into Medical School.   Many of our ranks rose to be 
High in the hierarchies of Medicine, Church, Government and 
Business,  automatically  putting  the  lie  to  these  outrageous 
claims of dissipation, immorality and high jinks.

* Translators Note for the Americanised:  Bathroom in Yorkshirespeak means just that.  The convenience is a WC or lavatory




